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A Word
From Our President…
Once again we experienced a very
successful 2017 World Acrobatics Society
Congress and Banquet. Over 150 people in
attendance with many more not able to attend
due to Hurricane Irma. The good news is they are
all safe and plan to join us again in 2018.
Many thanks go out to all our sponsors for
their kind and generous gifts. These includes:
• A donation from the Raymond C. Rude Supporting Foundation
which paid for travel expenses incurred by our honorees.
• Supplies and refreshments at our hospitality suite were provided by
John Deary, Deary Gym Supply.
• Videography and photography provided by Nellie Filliger, Fantasy
RV Tours.
• World Acrobatics Society award medallion provided by Bruno Klaus,
International Gymnastic Camp
• World Acrobatics Society lapel pins donated by Larry Snyder, Geiger
Brandspiration.
Our MC ‘extraordinaire’ of the evening, Steve McFarland, did a masterful
job introducing our honorees and their videos. We missed having his planned
co-host, Dolly Jacobs, at his side as she was unable to attend due to her
Sarasota home being in the path of Hurricane Irma. I’m glad to report that both
Dolly and her husband, Pedro Reise, are safe and unharmed. Thank you
again, Steve… Great job!
Several of the Gallery of Legends and Honorees described their induction
in the following manner: “What an amazing gathering of World Class Athletes,”
and “I am truly humbled to be in the presence of so many great people &
Olympic athletes such as Bart Conner, Abie Grossfeld, Julianne McNamara,
Bruno Klaus, Paul Ziert, Rayshine Harris and Rashaan Sampson ” Several
others stated “WOW, It just keeps getting bigger and better” and “What an
honor it is to be honored alongside so many greats who have had such a
tremendous impact on the sport of acrobatics!” The evening absolutely lived up
to my promise of being one of excitement, filled with laughter and camaraderie,
thereby allowing all in attendance to visit and catch up with old friends and
create new memories with others!
At times the audience was emotional as they ‘oohed and ahhed’ over the
videos being shown. Other times it was the honorees that became emotional,
as they revisited certain aspects of their acceptance speeches. They truly
captured the hearts and emotions of those in attendance! The many standing
ovations said it all! The speeches were genuine, from the heart and extremely
heartwarming which resonated with everyone in attendance!
Additionally, we surprised and honored four other individuals. Pat
Henderson, Gallery of Legends Chairperson; for her expertise in leading her
committee for the past four years and Dagmar Nissen Munn, for her creative
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work in retooling and developing a new vibrant interactive
website Worldacro.com . Dagmar has given our Facebook
page a new look, plus added all of the past year’s honoree
videos onto our YouTube page. Mark Calderon, Class of
2013, Trampoline and Tumbling, was officially inducted. In
2013, he was called to active duty by the US Navy and
missed being inducted with his class. And we honored and
totally surprised Bart Conner, Olympic Gold medalist, Class
of 2006, who along with his wife Nadia Comaneci (not in
attendance) who were also unable to attend their original
induction ceremony.
Please welcome and congratulate the new additions to
our Board of Directors.
• Lisa Mitzel
•

Jay Geist

•

Leigh Hennessy Robson

•

Ken Kovach

•

Don Leas

•

Judy Wills Cline

•

Scott Crouse

•

Greg Roe, International Representative,
Canada

I would also be remiss if I did not thank my Registration
Team of Kathy Lindauer, Stacie Hanson, Darlene Hicks and
Paul Swafford for a job well done! They worked extremely
hard making sure each honoree and their respective guests
were seated at the appropriate table and with the correct
dinner entree of their choosing. Thank you and please know
your efforts were greatly appreciated!
In closing, I want to thank each of you for your kind
support and assistance in making our 2017 World Acrobatics
Society Congress & Banquet a success! It truly did not
happen without each of you rolling up your sleeves and
making it happen! Thank you!! :-)
Respectfully submitted,
David

WAS
Las Vegas
Congress
2017
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Introducing the
2017 Gallery of Legends

1st Row L-R: Will Schmitz (accepting for Frank Schmitz), Chellsie Memmel, Julianne McNamara, Stacey Tutton-Hill, Carley & Abigayle Vander Woude
accepting for Wendy Wyland), Nancy Quattrocki-Foertsch, 2nd Row L-R: Jeff Webb, Dick Criley, Hal Holmes, Mark Calderon (2013 Legend),
W.A.S. President David Jacobs, Rashaan Sampson, Darryl Scheelar, Bruno Klaus, Rayshine Harris, GOL Chair Pat Henderson, Paul Ziert
stuntman, Loren Janes, says, “CSA only takes the best”. Over his 25
year career, Darryl has earned more than 800 combined credits in
film and TV, as a stunt performer, actor, and stunt coordinator. A few
of his credits include the Highlander TV series, which launched his
career, the New Addam’s Family, several X-Men movies, the
Watchmen, Man of Steel, CW’s Legends of Tomorrow, and many
more.

Gallery of Legends
is now – –
Gallery of Legends Hall of Fame!
On September 9, 2017, the World Acrobatics Society Board of
Directors voted to change the name of Gallery of Legends to that of:
Gallery of Legends Hall of Fame.
The tradition of honoring legends in acrobatic history began at the
fourth annual reunion of the World Acrobatics Society in April, 2000.
This tradition, along with holding an annual congress has continued
throughout the past 17 years.
Through the years, several additional award categories have
been added to honor individuals which include: Lifetime
Achievement, Golden Achievement and the Pond Service Award. No
changes to the current awards process and banquet are expected as
a result of the name change. Going forward, the new name Gallery of
Legends Hall of Fame is seen as a way to more fully embrace and
represent the various categories now being recognized.
The World Acrobatics Society invites its membership and the
public to join in celebration and acknowledgement of this positive
change to the organization.

Barney Cipriani…Professional Acrobatics “Legend” (1927-1998)
Barney was a diver, but a diver with a difference. He didn’t just
leap off of the springboards, he descended from heights of over 100
feet from diving show platforms to the cliffs of Acapulco. Not one to
like heights, he was known to climb to the top and keep his back
turned until seconds before turning forward and immediately doing
the dive. Barney was very precise. While others on the diving show
circuit pulled back on heights they were uncomfortable with, Barney
stepped in, as the “show must go on”. Barney was without a doubt,
the greatest professional high-diver in history.
Dick Criley….Acrobatic Gymnastics “Legend”
Dick, a USA Gymnastics Hall of Fame Inductee, and Lifetime
WAS member, made invaluable contributions in artistic, rhythmic and
acrobatic gymnastics; disseminated information; contributed photos/
articles to the International Gymnast (IG) and AcroSport Magazine;
competed, coached and judged artistic and acrobatic gymnastics; as
well as, extensively represented the USA worldwide. Dick was on the
International Federation of Sports Acrobatics technical committee,
holding the position of chair for 11 of his 20 years. During his time as
chair, he was especially involved with technical matters at hundreds
of the highest level international competitions, clinics, and/or technical
courses, and was awarded the prestigious, VIO recognition by the
International Federation of Sports Acrobatics.

Darryl Scheelar…Professional Acrobatics “Legend” …
Stuntman
Darryl was a member of the Canadian National Team for 6 years.
In 1984, Darryl, coached by (WAS “Legend”) Aaron Johnson,
became the first and only person ever to compete, in all four events
in a single World Trampoline and Tumbling Championship. As a
professional stuntman, he became a member of the Canadian
Stuntmen’s Association, of which our WAS “Legend”, infamous
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Stacey Tutton-Hill…Acrobatic Gymnastics “Legend”
Eleven year old Stacey was placed with (WAS “Legends”)
Cricket Borgman and Gina Groves to form a trio. She also paired
with (WAS “Legend”) Igor Ashkinazi. In her first national
competition, the trio took first in one event, while Stacey and Igor
unquestionably won mixed pairs. Igor may never have found another
partner so dedicated to this sport of perfection. Stacey would focus
on pairs only. With all the strength, flexibility, fluidity, and ability to
move on command from Igor’s every movement, she was a mixed
pair dream. Her dedication to long hard hours of training, in this
fledging USA sport may have birthed its first true star. While the pair
made their mark on the International stage, it was really Stacey
herself who made the greatest impact on the rise of interest of so
very many young girls to follow in her foot-steps. Miss Stacey “Stick”
Tutton, the “Nadia” of USA Sport Acrobatics.

Silver medal in the 1928 Olympic women’s 3 meter springboard, and
set the record of being the youngest Olympic medalist in history. 116
medals and at least one of every USA diving title later, she won
another Olympic medal, Bronze, for 3 meter springboard diving finals
in 1936 Berlin. In between, Dorothy became the first woman to win
the 10 meter tower diving Gold medal in two successive Olympiads,
1932 in Los Angeles and 1936 in Berlin. In 1932, each of her four
dives pulled in a first place. Dorothy was inducted into the
International Swimming Hall of Fame in 1968.
Ashley Caldwell…Extreme Sport “Legend”…Freestyle Aerial Skier
Ashley, very dedicated and determined 2016 Athlete of the Year,
is a two-time Olympian and 2016 FIS Overall Season World Cup
Champion. This year, she became the first USA woman since 1995,
to capture the Gold at the 2017 FIS Freestyle Ski & Snowboard World
Championships. Ashley performs the most difficult skill ever
performed by a woman on snow. Her quad twisting triple back
somersault was solid, putting her not only physically on track, but
mentally for her final two rounds that scored 10 points above second
place. Now looking to the future, one jump at a time, she keeps her
focus and humble winnings in check in preparation for the next
Olympics. An ambassador for the Women’s Sports Foundation and
“Right to Play”, Ashley is truly what “Legends” are made of.

Wendy Wyland…Diving “Legend” (1964-2003)
Wendy was a 1984 Olympic Bronze medalist in 10 meter
platform Diving, representing the USA. She was a 10 meter platform
Gold medalist at the 1982 World Diving Championships as well as
the 1983 Pan American Games. In 1978, she represented the USA
at the World Championships in Trampoline. Wendy gave credit to
her trampoline training for her “cat” like ability to know where she was
in the air. She won many diving medals. But more than that, she
won the hearts of her coach, Ron O’Brien and her team mates, as
well as other coaches, athletes, and spectators, where ever in the
world, she went. She had the work ethic of a champion. According
to team mate Ron Merriott, “If she needed a 6 on a dive, she would
do a 9”. Wendy was twice named World Platform Diver of the Year.
She was inducted into the International Swimming Hall of Fame and
was also included in People Magazine’s “50 most beautiful people” in
1990.

Nancy Quattrocki-Foertsch…Tumbling “Legend”
Nancy tumbled from 1970-1975 under the tutelage of the late
great tumbling coach, James Rozanas, known as “a maker of
champions”. He claimed that he would make her a champion, too,
but she didn’t believe him. He didn’t live to see it, but he had laid the
ground work for her ultimate success. 1975-1980, Nancy trained with
Cindy Kwiek Morano and Mike Morano. Nancy’s commitment and
dedication led the way to the team’s four straight State and National
Team titles as well as 7 individual National titles. Nancy was a 5 time
World Age Group Champion, an Elite World Silver medalist and finally
in 1978, the Rozanas vision, the World Tumbling Champion. Her
commitment to success, gave to her, a full ride scholarship at the
University of Illinois as a level I Artistic gymnast.

Chellsie Memmel…Artistic Gymnastics “Legend”
Chellsie, the 2005 World All-around Champion (third American
to win the title), was also, the 2003 World Champion on uneven bars.
In total, she won seven World Championship and Olympic medals. A
2017 USA Gymnastics Hall of Fame Inductee, Chellsie was a
member of the 2002 – 2008 USA National Team that lead to the
success of the great 2012 & 2016 US Olympic Teams. In fact, had
she not injured herself at the 2008 Olympics, that team would have
won the Team Gold. This comment came from none other than
Valerie Liukin. Chellsie amassed a great number of awards that not
only honored her as a highly successful gymnast, but also for her
outstanding qualities of leadership, sportsmanship and strong moral
character. Marta Karolyi called her “most likely, the best competitor
I’ve seen in my 35 years of coaching”.

Rashaan Sampson and Rayshine Harris…Tumbling “Legends”
These two were part of “America’s Golden Years” in tumbling,
and of bringing it to a very high consistent level of winning. Rashaan
and Rayshine were a team that trained together for ten years as part
of the Flip City team. Coached by Dave Green, they amassed vast
amounts of Gold and Silver in World Class Power Tumbling and
Platform Tumbling, individually, for their team and the USA Team.
Even more impressive were the levels to which they pushed each
other, the USA team and the World. Rashaan was the first Power
Tumbler to use TWO Full-in/Full-outs in a single pass (1992). Rayshine
was the first Power Tumbler to use THREE double somersaults in a
single pass (1996). Rayshine was also the first Power Tumbler to
use THREE Full-in/Full-outs in a single pass (1997). And, in 1997,
they both were the first athletes to use Double Layout through to
Triple back tucks in a single Power Tumbling pass. Rashaan and
Rayshine, a world changing, iconic, legendary, tumbling duo!

Julianne McNamara….Artistic Gymnastics “Legend”
Julianne was recognized around the world as the top American
gymnast from 1981 to 1984. In 1982, the flower Council of Holland,
headed by namesake Dutch Queen Juliana, christened the Julianne
McNamara Rose. At that time, the only other American woman to be
so honored was the then, USA first lady Nancy Reagan. In 1984,
Julianne, with a “perfect 10” on uneven bars, was the winner of the
USA women’s first individual event Gold medal in Olympic history.
That same Olympics, she won Silver on floor exercise and also,
Silver in the team competition. It was the topping of a successful
career that included a Bronze medal on uneven bars at the 1981
World Gymnastics Championships and a USA all-around National
title in 1980. Julianne is a USA Gymnastics Hall of Fame Inductee.

Frank Schmitz…Trampoline and Tumbling “Legend” (1945-1966)
Frank became a National Trampoline Champion, under the
coaching of Jeff Hennessey. He went on to win or medal in dozens of
competitions from here to South Africa, and began his World
Championship/NCCA Gold and Silver medal winning streak in 1964
with the events of trampoline, tumbling, synchronized trampoline,
vault and floor-exercise. Frank was not afraid of hard work and
seemed to be fearless. He had incredible cat-like coordination,
instincts and creativity. When Coach Bill Meade asked what he was

Dorothy Poynton-Hill-Teuber…Diving “Legend” (1915-1995)
Dorothy had barely passed her 13th birthday when she won the
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thinking about when twisting, he demonstrated on trampoline: full to
the right, then left, double full right, then left, triple full right, then left
and a quad to the right. He was no less impressive with any skill he
that he did in any event, even from a diving platform. This unassuming
giant could command attention from any crowd. A short career, with
the impact of many lives. A “True” Legend!

Q&A with WAS 2017 Lifetime Achievement
Award Winners Paul Ziert and Jeff Webb
Having the opportunity to catch up with
Jeff Webb and Paul Ziert, (both W.A.S.
Lifetime Achievement Award recipients) we put
them on the spot and asked if they could
share a little of their ‘lifetime wisdom’ with us.

Golden Achievement
Award

Q: What is your favorite memory of your
participation in your sport/discipline?

Bruno Klaus
Bruno, a member of the WAS
Board of Directors, is the innovator,
developer and owner (family owned)
of the very prestigious, International
Gymnastics Camp with 46 years of
Excellence. It is the only specialized
gymnastics camp accredited by the
American Camp Association. Bruno’s multifaceted, world class,
highly developed programs, in gymnastics, art, dance and coach
development, as well as a variety of other recreational sports and
lifetime skill building programs are internationally famous. Bruno is an
extremely successful entrepreneur and very generous philanthropist.
His contribution to the collegiate gymnastics community in coaching,
mentoring and financial support is one of historical proportions.
Bruno pioneered the standards for safety pits and designed/
developed the industry 6”x6” foam pit block. He is a serious
benefactor to help research to find a cure for paralysis from gymnastic
injuries. An inductee in the USA Gymnastics Hall of Fame as
competitor, coach, and contributor, Bruno is also, a Southern Illinois
University Sports Hall of Fame Inductee and Member of the
International Hall of Fame, Board of Directors.

Paul: There are really two favorite memories
I have from my participation in artistic
gymnastics. Winning the first ever NCAA
Championships for Men, while I was coaching
at the University of Oklahoma is the first. I
came to OU in 1973, where the team worked
out in a World War II Army building that was
used as a theater to show movies. The rings
were on the front stage, and we had to start
the run for vault in the lobby concession stand!
Jeff Webb
In 1977, we qualified the team for the first time
in OU history, went to the Championship
competition at Arizona State and won in a tie with Indiana State. The
second was the moment that Bart Conner landed his tuck double-back
off of Parallel Bars in the Finals at the 1984 Olympics and scored a
‘Perfect 10’ to be crowned Olympic Parallel Bars Champion.
Paul Ziert

Jeff: The sharing of others’ memories –– The awards dinner included
so many inspiring stories of those who worked incredibly hard to
achieve truly amazing things. It was a testament to the high caliber of
people dedicated to sports that include acrobatic movement.
Q: Who was your inspiration or had the most influence on you
and your success today?

Charlie Pond Award

Paul: James Rozanas, who coached me while I was in high school,
probably had the most influence on me for my career in gymnastics. He
had such a strong work ethic and determination to rise above his critics.
He was tough yet nurturing.

Hal Holmes
Hal, an acrobatic “Legend” of the
World Acrobatic Society, is also, a
USA Gymnastics Hall of Fame
Inductee. Hal has a long and
exemplary record of service to the
Society. He has served on
committees responsible for the
selection of incoming “Legends”, as well as the WAS Board of
Directors and Executive Committee. Hal did an outstanding job of
accurately keeping and quickly reporting minutes of the society’s
meetings while serving several years as secretary for the World
Acrobatic Society. Additionally, Hal’s contributions to WAS include
his considered, wise counsel, cheerful demeanor, and well
considered suggestions for expanding the scope of acrobatic
activities to be considered for recognition by the Society. His active
participation in the leadership functions of the World Acrobatic
Society reflect the high standards that Hal has set for himself, not
only in acrobatics, but throughout his professional endeavors as a
Professor and in his service to his country as a Naval Officer. It is
fitting and proper that Harold “Hal” Holmes be awarded to Charlie
Pond World Acrobatic Society Service Award for 2017 for his
outstanding past and continuing contributions to the Society and its
membership.

Jeff: My parents are truly my heroes. They told my brother, sister and I
from the very earliest time that we could accomplish anything we truly
wanted to if we set our sights high, worked hard and approached life
with high integrity and a respect for others.
Q: What for you was the highlight of the recent World Acrobatics
Society Congress & Banquet weekend?
Paul: I think the joy I saw in most everyone at the recent World Acrobatics
Society Congress and Banquet touched me the most. As we all age
and move in so many different directions, we have fewer and fewer
opportunities to come together to celebrate one of the most important
elements that helped get us where we are today. There is little better
than reminiscing with those who made the same or similar journey.
Jeff: The friendliness and openness of all attendees and their support
for the accomplishments of one another was truly amazing. It was
incredible to have the opportunity to get to know so many legendary
individuals in such a short period of time.
The World Acrobatics Society thanks Paul and Jeff for sharing
these valuable insights with us!
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2017
Congress
Presentations

The afternoon of
W.A.S. Congress
presentations both
entertained and educated
all in attendance.
Starting with Toby W. Towson,
1968 * 1969 NCAA Gymnastics
Free-Exercise Champion and
coach to National and Olympic
athletes, who performed his
popular Greek Alphabet Dance
followed by one he calls
“The SMILE.”

The final speaker was Panni
Speirs, Owner/Director of the
Flexibility Plus Institute,
who
shared her personal experiences
growing up in Communist Hungary
along with her years spent at the
Hungarian State Circus Academy.

Trish McGeer and the (Greg Roe Trampoline)
GRTcrew (Ramsen, Jayden, Wyatt and Jake)
then led a lively discussion on “Sports Marketing
for the Digital Age.”

Ongoing throughout the
weekend was the fabulous display
of Olympic memorabilia provided
by Rome Milan. Certainly the
favorite selfie-pose of the day was
holding an authentic Olympic
torch! Thank you Rome for sharing
this with us all.
The Congress concluded by allowing the audience to pose
questions to this year’s Legends and Awards honorees.

WAS Mission
The mission of the World Acrobatics Society is to
advance the education, communication and cooperation
among all individuals and organizations interested in
fostering the growth, development and safety of the
various acrobatic disciplines along with preserving their
histories.

Next up was Ray Bright, Professor Emeritus,
Cal State University, Chico, who taught the
audience a new method of spatial orientation.
His “3-D Spatial Orientation System for Human
Flight” has even been included in NASA
astronaut training.

The World Acrobatics Society is a not for profit private
foundation. Corporate and individual donations to WAS,
are 501 (c) (3) deductible.
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